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Welcome to another “advantage” of a personal
computer system: the impersonal year-end
letter.  This system comes courtesy of a
promise to Sandy of access to a personal
computer should she decide to  matriculate for
studies toward a Masters in Nursing.  She did,
and has now completed her first course at
Duquesne, with a term paper prepared via you
guess what (Got a 100 too!).

The year was eventful for us on several fronts.
Cheryl and Scott moved into their “dream
house” in January to start things off, following
a time of intensive house hunting (This is the
one!).  Sandra and Neil were married on
February 22 to keep the things rolling (A  snow
storm threatened to keep their wedding dinner-
dance going all night!).  Susan was in the
THREE RIVERS ARTS FESTIVAL, to sell her
hand-made PAPER MOON paper jewelry, and
Carmon received a grant to work at a print
shop in North Carolina, and an award for one
of his works entered in an exhibit in Los
Angles.  After finishing a stint of hospital
nursing in Syracuse on the weekends, Sandra
now is considering positions in Pittsburgh.
Neil is busy with the holiday schedule at his
store, along with his many “Daddy chores”.

The spring brought travel for us, with three
weeks in Japan in May, and additional trips to
Europe for Guy during the summer.  He took
on the Headship in Chemistry in July, and we
were off to Santa Fe for a week in October,

where he received an award in physics.  The
Ohara Ikebana chapter Marilyn founded has
matured enough that she no longer must be its
president, allowing her more time for her
teaching and grandmothering.

In more important matters, both KIM and
JESSICA (or is it JESSICA and KIM ?)
matriculated in preschool this year, and seem
to enjoy it all.  ASHLEY has mastered “her
A-B-C’s” (well, almost), and is well on her
way to mastering the fine art of personal
charm.  Jessica has learned to ride her “two-
wheeler”, and Kim is on her way with hers.
All three, along with their immediate aunts
and uncles, were with us for an autumn leaf-
viewing weekend in Maryland this fall.  Both
of our mothers (alias grandmothers, alias
great grandmothers) were able to spend some
time in Pittsburgh and environs this year.

Ah, we’ve reached the bottom!  Just enough
space to wish everyone a

HAPPY  &  HEALTHY

1991

AND BEYOND


